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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game", which can only take place among
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yourselves to fall victim to the disinformation that has been hand fed to you
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as the ultimate victimization, especially for those who appear to be victims of an

appear to be victims of an untimely or unjust demise. You are seeing the
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yourself from being victimized by them? We will address these questions and more in
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are helpless and victimized by forces beyond your control, that the world is a
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or other personal victimization. Releasing of the emotional imprint of the trauma and
establishment
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in actuality the victims 130
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healing of those victimized by abduction can only occur through proper diagnosis and
memory

to help those victims who are unaware of these events that haunt them on
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ourselves to become victims of PSYCHOLOGICAL SLAVERY because we have not had a model
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FEELING POWERLESS AND VICTIMIZED. EVERY PERSON HAS WITHIN THEM THE POWER
AND DORMANT SPIRITUAL
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means, don"t play victimizer, don"t play victim either, okay? If somebody is doing something

victimizer, don"t play victim either, okay? If somebody is doing something to you you
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FEELING POWERLESS AND VICTIMIZED. EVERY PERSON HAS WITHIN THEM THE POWER
AND DORMANT SPIRITUAL
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will NOT promote victim-vs.-savior consciousness, through which beings are intentionally
covertly disempowered
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of the Human victim spontaneously combusted. The Anunnaki needed to "harvest" the
Celesmaic

average of 12 victims, and use the artificially sustained powder within a maximum period
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the "unwitting victims" to Fallen Angelic manipulation, we progressively -......___/ assist them
in
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but many presently victimized by this program will find enough personal Christos energies
returning
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infiltrated races are victims to Intruder exploitation just as are Angelic Human and Indigo
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we have been victimized. That will be one of the first things that pops
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yes, play the victimizer and others play the victims. If you want to get

others play the victims. If you want to get beyond that game, you own

I am both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself

both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself for me."

you believe in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid. You know who are

in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid. You know who are the most

most afraid? The victimizers: they are more afraid than the victims. They get so

afraid than the victims. They get so afraid, and usually victimizers were victims for

afraid, and usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick

usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick of it,

sometimes very irrational victimizers. VictimNictirnizer is a game of polarity. It is a game

this with a victim
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game," which can only take place among
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and the "Victim-Victimizer Game". "Lost Souls", Fallen Souls, Over-souls, Avatars
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infiltrated races are victims to Intruder exploitation just as are Angelic Human and Indigo
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the basic "Victim- Victimizer" 3D programming extant throughout the Personal and
Planetary Shields

not being "victimized" (over-powered) by the negative expression of a particular
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• Overcoming "Victim" consciousness through embodiment of its Opposite Expression •
Bringing Body
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• Overcome "Victim" consciousness through embodiment of its Opposite Expression •
Bringing emotional

• Overcoming "Victim-Victimizer"" consciousness via active choice of Unity Consciousness •
Bringing
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the basic "VictimNictimizer" 3D programming extant thrpughout the Personal and Planetary
Shields and

not being "victimized" (over-powered) by the negative expression of a particular
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was neglected or victimized, as a child. 20. give more easily than I receive.

am being "victimized". The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series Presented by Adashi MCEO

Page:  275



of the "Victim: Victimizer" program. So, scores of 20 or below should be
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free from the Victim- Victimizer game at last. If triangle 4 is the largest

The "Professional Victim" or "Poor Me Orphan": Victim of the world- blames

Poor Me Orphan": Victim of the world- blames everybody and everything, including own
incompetence,

or decimated by victimizers. When this shadow aspect is in control, we will attack

Issue: Is "victimized" by the conditions required by solutions; Response: Feel the pain
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"Tyrant" (Victimizer) is tipped from the self-appointed throne, usually by his/
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to being "victimized" and a tendency for manipulative "selfless" behaviors. Spheres 2,

"rightness", and Victimizer tendencies. Spheres 3, 6, 9, 12 & 13 represent the
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feel powerless and victimized by circumstance you cannot know freedom. In view of the
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You are not victims unless you choose to be. Choosing ignorance is choosing victim-

ignorance is choosing victim-hood. Your power lies in the choices you make each
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of powerlessness and victimization. The Planetary Shields Clinics through which Earth can be
set
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themselves are being victimized and deceived by Fallen Angelic contacts. 249
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motivate this "VictimVictimizer" drama among Human nations in order to support their own
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presently the unsuspecting victims of Astral Tagging, targeted Psychotronic mind control or
DNA bond

blame," are being victimized and denied the right of true data assessment and free-
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"played the victimizer" wtlile upon the Anti-Chrfstiac Path of Opposite Expression, one

•ptay the victim· through manifestation of the reversed energy patterns held in

played exaggerated "Victim" roles within the path of Antichristiac expression, in which "

which "perpetual victims" often find themselves as playing covert victimizing roles through
which

as playing covert victimizing roles through which they have oppeirtunity to dlsco\1&1"

that "playing victim~, like "playing victimizer", is also a role of relinquishing

like "playing victimizer", is also a role of relinquishing personal power to outside

means of covert victimization through which power, resources, attention, validation etc. can
be drained

"vlctlms and victimizers• both learn to "own their dramas• and tum INWARD
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Planetary-Race "Victim-Victimizer Drama" within which all have been playing. We will,
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be inadvertently "victimized" by such ploys of disinformation; such antics are not only
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as being "victimized" by the often unfortunate choices made by Earth races of
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of playing "victim", so you can draw to you the external mirror to

which you are victimizing and denying your true self. Because we DO love you,
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in the "victim-victimizer game". We of the Christiac stance will meet you,

We will not victimize you with judging condemnation, nor will we blame you for

blame you for victimizing us, as we will not allow you to place us

role of "victim", for we take full responsibility for the fact that we

free from the victim-victimizer polarity drama; the very Christiac ideals that many of

are not the victims or victimizers that your egos would like to believe we

the victims or victimizers that your egos would like to believe we are, so

to face the victim and victimizer behaviors within yourselves that continue to dis-empower

the victim and victimizer behaviors within yourselves that continue to dis-empower you, by

your self-imposed victim-hood. We will continue to observe, identify, and love instead

ourselves to be victims or victimizers, for both positions imply denial of the Living

be victims or victimizers, for both positions imply denial of the Living Inner God-
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to the "victimvictimizer polarity learning game"; they have forgotten that it was a

within the "Victim-Victimizer Game", who still justify their own right to act
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are a disempowered victim, etc), you will be unable to perceive or receive the

role of your victimizers only if you, yourselves, continue to play the role of

the role of victim by denying the responsibility, accountability, knowledge, truth, reality,
unconditional love
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it as the victim/victimizer game. It"s the same thing. When we talk about
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this poor little victim of disease, you"re setting in motion something that will chemically
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rid of the victim/victimizer thing - eventually getting our shadow back. Low Veca
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rid of your victim/victimizer issues--eventually getting our shadow back. Eckasha Code The
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this poor little victim of disease, you" re setting in motion something that will
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you believe in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid There is power in

in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid There is power in Responsibility. If
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and support the victim-victimizer game. Anything that contracts from a frequency level is
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Love, Polarity, the VictimVictimizer game, Martyrdom and Suffering. It is also important to
discuss,

information on the Victim-Victimizer Game as well as gaining a working knowledge of

exploration of the Victim-Victimizer Gamel may have been, on one level, an expression

Page:  23

asking to be victimized. You are victimizing yourself because you are actually denying
yourself

victimized. You are victimizing yourself because you are actually denying yourself love. You
need
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up on the victim side of this drama are learning empowered love. You can
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is built. The Victim-Victimizer Game MM: Disk 1 2h 16m We all get

If you"re feeling victimized, okay, you"re choosing to play a victim. What did you

to play a victim. What did you do on the subtle end of it
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yes, play the victimizer and others play the victims. If you want to get

others play the victims. If you want to get beyond that game, you own

I am both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself

both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself for me."

you believe in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid. You know who are

in victims and victimizers, you will be afraid. You know who are the most

most afraid? The victimizers: they are more afraid than the victims. They get so

afraid than the victims. They get so afraid, and usually victimizers were victims for

afraid, and usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick



usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick of it,

sometimes very irrational victimizers. "Victim/Victimizer" is a game of polarity. It is

irrational victimizers. "Victim/Victimizer" is a game of polarity. It is a game

now is the victim/victimizer drama. . . . . And it doesn"t matter

DNA, that "victimizer," if you can realize that"s a pattern in your DNA

you end the victim/victimizer drama. And there"s a lot of it that we

we have been victimized." That will be one of the first th ings that
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this with a victim mind set, we are not going to be very happy

immunity to the Victim-Victimizer Game. And part of the immunity will be being
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end of the Victim-Victimizer Game or the other. There is always somewhere, and
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of playing "victim ," so you can draw to you the external mirror

which you are victimizing and denying your true self. Because we DO love you;

in the "victim-victimiser game." We of the Christiac stance will meet you,

are not the victims or victimizers that your egos would like to believe we

the victims or victimizers that your egos would like to believe we are, so

to face the victim and victimizer behaviours within yourselves that continue to dis-empower

the victim and victimizer behaviours within yourselves that continue to dis-empower you, by

your self-imposed victim-hood. We will continue to observe, identify, and love, instead

ourselves to be victims or victimisers, for both positions imply denial of the Living

be victims or victimisers, for both positions imply denial of the Living Inner God-
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within the "Victim-Victimizer Game," who still justify their own right to act

origin of the Victim-Victimizer Game was given in January 2007; the following excerpts
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first devised the Victim-Victimizer program. The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
Presented by
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are a disempowered victim, etc.), you will be unable to perceive or receive the

Page:  60



happens when the victim-victimizer pattern goes rampant. The mental body is setting the
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Freedom from the VICTIM: VICTIMIZER "BLAME GAME" and willingness to be
ACCOUNTABLE for
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fall into "victimvictimizer" consciousness. If you are still blaming them for getting you
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ourselves from the Victim-Victimizer program that"s running through our Reusha-TA, that"s
running
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humanity has been victimized by the hidden historical events of 13,400 BC, 10,948 BC,
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origin of the Victim-Victimizer Game was given in January 2007; the following excerpts
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first devised the Victim-Victimizer program
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led to the Victim-Victimizer game that has been a plague for three different

Page:  14

started with the victim/victimizer game that was started in the parallel eckasha ecka

Page:  27

group would play Victim, one group would play Victimizer, and there would be a

group would play Victimizer, and there would be a control group that would watch
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of six, where victim and victimizer would reverse where you would have Victim/Victimizer,

where victim and victimizer would reverse where you would have Victim/Victimizer,
Victimizer/Victim,

you would have Victim/Victimizer, Victimizer/Victim, Victim/Victimizer,
Victimizer/Victim, and by the

were playing the Victimizers at that point were called the Bourghamasala alAma. That group
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we are not victims in creation. We are an active part in creation, we
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because they were victimized by this as well. The big victimization took place during

well. The big victimization took place during the Atlantean period which ended in 9558
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pattern of the victim-victimizer thing. And that connects to this next one that
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V game, the victim-victimizer game, has gone this far But what is interesting

Page:  162

experiment in the victim/victimizer consciousness that went terribly wrong, terribly quickly.
We talked

Page:  169

they began the victim/victimizer drama. That"s where it began as literally an experiment

Page:  171

where the first VictimNictimizer great experiment went wrong with the Bourgha Matrix
happened, to
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caught in a victim/victimizer experiment where they were actually trying to find out

would play the victim and the other the The MCEO Freedom Teachings® Series
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victimizer. Then they"d flip back and forth, then they"d flip back

to play the victim and 2 turns to play the victimizer. And by the

to play the victimizer. And by the end, they had hoped, they would all

that was the victims in the 1st round-that played the victim stances in

that played the victim stances in the 1st round-they were the Bourgha-MUsala-

that were the victims, I believe, were the other ones. Let"s call them the

Bourgha played the victimizers I believe in the 1st one. Yeah. And the ones

that were the victims in the 1st one got to play the victimizers in

to play the victimizers in the 2nd one. And every time there"s a victim/

time there"s a victim/victimizer drama, whatever were the victims in one, actually become



whatever were the victims in one, actually become more cunning and more evolved, in

terms of being victimizers, than the ones who were the original victimizers. So the

were the original victimizers. So the Bourgha got to be victims in round 2.

got to be victims in round 2. And they were so devastated by what

consciousness in the victimizer stance that the control group couldn"t reach them, and they

had played the victimizers before, but also the control group. And they took over
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that started the victim/victimizer drama experiment, that were part of that Ecka, but
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dust, in the victim/victimizer game. So it"s Big, what you"re a part of,
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devised the original Victim-Victimizer Game Program." And it was a game program-a
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6 in the Victim-Victimizer Game where each side would get two chances to

chances to play victim and victimizer, they stopped it at the 3rd 6 and

play victim and victimizer, they stopped it at the 3rd 6 and never finished
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engaged in that victim/victimizer battle, you"ll go round and round and round till
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drama of the victim-victimizer game began and from that beginning there was a

point to that victim-victimizer drama. But they knew one way or another there
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game in this victim-victimizer drama. It is a good thing in that regard
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would play the Victim, one would play the Victimizer and there would be a

would play the Victimizer and there would be a 3rd Control Group that would

would play the Victim, one the Victimizer and back and forth By the time

Victim, one the Victimizer and back and forth By the time of the 3rd

been the first Victimizers then became the Victims, they didn"t deal with being the

then became the Victims, they didn"t deal with being the Victims well at all

with being the Victims well at all and when they became the ... you



playing the active Victimizers at the time were, all of them were Borenthasalas but
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start of the Victim-Victimizer game problem and that is also where the 6-

ones playing the Victimizer role broke out on the third 6-cycle. So that
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a never ending Victim -Victimizer game that the Bourgha Matrix continually has been

ending Victim -Victimizer game that the Bourgha Matrix continually has been playing. We
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It doesn"t feel victimized. It feels that it allowed itself to play this role

feel itself a victim. It feels it chose a path of return and in
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been abused and victimized" And it said "I do not play the victim/

not play the victim/victimizer game, and I need you and those like you

mean you"re not victimized? They are almost blowing you up " [laughing] And
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the "unwitting victims" to Fallen Angelic manipulation, we progressively assist them in
fulfilment
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and needs of Victim-Victimizer issues to a self-confident expression of Krystic preferences
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game," which can The MCEO Freedom Teachings

Page:  7

keep savoir, martyr, victim/victimizer programs from driving the bus. They keep the ego

Page:  8

this poor little victim of disease, you are setting in motion something that will

Page:  10

of playing "victim," so we can draw to ourselves the external mirror to

which we are victimizing and denying our true selves ." (Speaker 3, 12

Page:  11

stuck in the victim-victimizer game." (Speaker 3, 12 Jun 2004) "If

of entitlement issues, victim/victimizer scenarios, and you will most probably get sent the

Page:  15

possesses (Mass Victimization). We do not fully trust that we know what is

Page:  16

happens when the victim-victimizer pattern runs rampant. Where nobody remembers who
was the

was the first victim or the first victimizer ... you just get caught in

or the first victimizer ... you just get caught in these "I will

to let you victimize me, because that is not helping either of us." (

Page:  27

put on a victim hat, and yes, you guessed it, you diminish your personal



"poor me" victim mode. That is a denial of our Divinity, an ultimate

You are not victims unless you choose to be." (Fina/1998 Comments from

ignorance is choosing victim-hood. Your power lies in the choices you make each

Page:  30

Accountability and the Victim-Victimizer Drama There is only One Consciousness, One
Identity in

Page:  31

role of the victimizer and others play the victims. If you want to get

others play the victims. If you want to get beyond that game, you own

I am both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself

both victim and victimizer. That being is demonstrating a part of myself for me."

you believe in victims and victimizers you will be afraid. You know who are

in victims and victimizers you will be afraid. You know who are the most

most afraid? The victimizers ... they are more afraid than the victims. They get

afraid than the victims. They get so afraid; and usually victimizers were victims for

afraid; and usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick

usually victimizers were victims for a long time until they got sick of it

(Greece 2002) VictimNictimizer is a game of polarity. It is a game of

We have a victim/victimizer program running on this planet. It runs through our

we get the victim-victimizer consciousness. The victim-victimizer consciousness manifests
itself chemically in

victimizer consciousness. The victim-victimizer consciousness manifests itself chemically in
the body as the

your DNA, that victimizer) free. If you can realize that a pattern in your

you end the victim/victimizer drama. If you want your power back, you simply

Page:  35

role of your victimizers only if you, yourselves, continue to play the role of

the role of victim by denying the Responsibility, Accountability, knowledge, truth, reality,
unconditional Love
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over-indulgence, no victim stance--just a stoic Grace that I was honored to
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now from the Victim-Victimizer blame game. I AM the Eternal Amoraea Flame. I

Page:  49



in the "victim-victimizer game. (Open Letter Ecka Eieyani Council; Dance for

Page:  50

the role of victim by denying the responsibility, accountability, knowledge, truth, reality,
unconditional love
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Not in the Victim-Victimizer Game If people are acting crazy, because they are

Page:  60

However, choicelessness (victimization) is not a part of the Freedom Teachings. It is
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this with a victim mind set, we are not going to be very happy
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step into a victim mentality and say that we are not a result of

our power. Another victim-like stance we can take is by saying we are

Page:  74

this mission- no victims. Why I like to sometimes say that I was duped

No martyrs, no victims, no saviors, just pure love." (Speaker 3, 15 May
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spin around the victim-victimizer game. One of the things that the victimvictimizer program

things that the victimvictimizer program does (we are still talking apparthi and chaotic
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comes to feeling victimized, what was your role in creating that manifestation? What was

to play a victim, look at what you did on the subtle end of
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When you feel victimized, look at your role in creating that manifestation? If you

to play a victim, look at what you did on the subtle end of

We fluctuate between victim and victimizer reasoning and various behavioral alternatives. The
ego digs

between victim and victimizer reasoning and various behavioral alternatives. The ego digs in
and
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spin around the Victim-Victimizer game." (Preparing for Contact-Bermuda 2002) 1. What
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comes to feeling victimized, a. What was your role in creating that manifestation? b.

to play a victim, what did you do on the subtle end of it
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game", which can only take place among
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we are not victims in creation. We are an active part in creation, we
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its inherent ―Victim-Victimizer Game,‖ which they engaged in an attempt to discover
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now from the Victim-Victimizer blame game. 2. I AM Free now from the
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game." which can only take place among
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can blame their victims when they"re targeting people and try to turn it around
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perceive everything as victimizing them. And they use that as an excuse to victimize

an excuse to victimize others. And they perceive themselves as being victimized even if

themselves as being victimized even if they are not being victimized. And then they

are not being victimized. And then they will go out and lash out or
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If you got victimized, you manifested that. Yeah, right. Uh yeah with a little
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says "call victim"s hotline", right? So I did. "Hi, they left me

how to do victim"s hotline. I don"t know. And she said, "well, do
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There are no victims in this drama. Those who take the anti-Christos path

power struggles, the victim/ victimizer drama, or other expressions of a separative, anti-
Christos
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polarities of the victim and victimiser drama, the Path of the Host encourages beings

the victim and victimiser drama, the Path of the Host encourages beings to turn
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"W (victim-victimizer) Polarity-game Filters, Narcissist Norms, Doormatlst Distress & the
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"W (victim-victimizer) Polarity-game Filters, Narcissist Norms, Doormatist Distress & the
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"W (victim-victimizer) Polarity-game Filters, Narcissist Norms, Doormatist Distress & the
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as the "victim". When they do stand up for themselves, they feel guilty.
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prevent t.OOr victim$ from trusting their own awarene:5c& of what is tak1ng
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Dropping Needy Plays victim Possessive Power plays Prejudices Projection Punitive Pushy Put-
downs Rage
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vulnerabilities of the victim to determine what tactics are likely to be the most

harm to the victim if necessary. 48 l.a~ver and The Machiavellian Personality:
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manipulators control their victims According to Braiker Harriet Braike~ I) identified the
following basic

manipulators control their victims: m Positive reinforcement: includes" praise, ~uperficial
charm;superficial sympathy

can encourage the victim to persist • for example in most forms of gambling,

and playing the victim. • Traumatic one-trial learning: using"verbal abuse," explosive anger,
or

eondition or train victims to avoid upsetting. confronting or contradicting the manipulator.
According to

Manipulator throwing the victim onto the defensi"e by using veiled (subtle. indirect

to the conscientious victim that he or she does not care enough. is too

results in the victim feeling bad. keeping them in a self-doubting, anxious and



doubt in the victim. Manipulators use this tactic to make others !eel unworthy

inadequacy in the victim. • Playing the victim role ("poor me")~ Manipulator ponrays

• Playing the victim role ("poor me")~ Manipulator ponrays him· or herself

herself as a victim of circumstance or of someone else"s behavior in order to

• Vilifying the victim: More than any other, this tactic is a powerful means

of putting the victim on the defensive while simultaneously masking the aggressive intent of

tactic makes the victim question his or her own judgment and po:;sibl) his

know what the victim is talking about or is confused about an important issue

to shock the victim into submission. The manipulator is not actua lly angry, he
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may exist in victims: • the "disease to please· • addiction to

may exist in victims: • naYvett - victim finds it too hard to accept

• naYvett - victim finds it too hard to accept the idea that some

she is being victimized. • over-conscientiousness· victim is too willing to gjve

over-conscientiousness· victim is too willing to gjve manipulator the benefit of the

they blame the victim. • low self-confidence· victim is self-doubting. lacking

self-confidence· victim is self-doubting. lacking in confidence and asseniveness. likely to

over-intellectualization ·victim tries too hard to underSl3nd and believes the manipulator has

emotional dependency • VICtim has a submissive or dependent personality. The more
emotionally dependent

emotionally dependent the victim i"!. the more vulnerable he or she is to being

vulnerabilities of their victim According to Kantor.131 the follo.,.ing are vulnerable to

a potent.al victim"s "eal. points and .,.;u usc those weak points

has identified a victim. the manipulatiOn phase begins. Dllring the manipulation phase. a
psychooath

trust of their victim. Psychopaths" lack of cmpat.hy and guilt allows tht"m to

interaction with the victim proceeds. the psychopath carefully assesses the victim"s persona.
The victim"s

carefully assesses the victim"s persona. The victim"s persona gives the psychopath a picture
of

victim"s persona. The victim"s persona gives the psychopath a picture of the t•uits

the victinl. The victim"s persona may also reveal. to an astute observer, msecurities or

or wcaltnesses the victim wishes to minimize or hide from view. As an ardent

pan of the victim"s private self and eventually build n personal relationship with the

relationship with the victim. The persona of the psychopath· the -personality-the

-personality-the victim tS bondtng with· does not really exist. \tis



to entrap the victim. It is a mask. one of many, custom-made by

.it the victim"s particular psychological needs and expectations The-\<ictimillltion is
"Predatot)"

arKI feelmgs. lbe victim"s mistaken belief that the psychopathic hond has an) of these

or her current victim. Sometimes. the psychopath has three individuals on .,.hom he
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or that the victim was actually frightened. [I) Crimi.nal threatening (or

!lack the victim for attempting to make them accountable for their offense. thereby

offense. thereby Reversing Victim and Offender. Psychologist Jennifer Freyd writes: .. .1 have
observed

one, wltile the victim or concerned observer is the offender. Figure and ground are

PI See also: Victim blaming
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~ C> C> Victim blaming From Wal.aped&&, the ~itt CIIC)Ciopedia Victim

itt CIIC)Ciopedia Victim blaming oecurs when the victim(s) of a crime. an

oecurs when the victim(s) of a crime. an accident, or any type of

of whether the victim actually had any responsibility for the tncident). Blaming the victim

tncident). Blaming the victim has traditionally emerged especially in racist. sexist, and classist
forms.

familiar -..ith victimolog) are much less likely to see t.hc victim as

see t.hc victim as responsibte.Pl .Kno"lcdge aboul prior relationship between

prior relationship between victim and perpetrator increases perceptions of victim blame for
rape. bul

increases perceptions of victim blame for rape. bul not for robbery.I•J Evasion

) of lhetr victims and facilitate victim blaming.l8) Typical ps>choloaieal defenses exhibited

victims and facilitate victim blaming.l8) Typical ps>choloaieal defenses exhibited by stalkers
and
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this poor little victim of disease, you are setting in motion something that will
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game," which can only take place among
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The Vices-Vulnerabilities= Victim-Victimizer "Game" A/D"s R/Cs V/NTs (
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from the "Victim-Victimizer Blame-Game" and willingness to be accountable for all

directly into the Victim-Victimizer "Blame Game," which can only take place among
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The Vices-Vulnerabilities= Victim-Victimizer "Game" A/D"s R/Cs V/NTs (
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of the humans victim spontaneously combust eel The Anuon.aki needed to lwvest the

enge of 12 victims and use the artificially sustained power within a maximum period
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direcdy into the Victim· Victimizer "Blame Game". which can only take place

the Victim· Victimizer "Blame Game". which can only take place among people
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